
Red Group Kinder, Weekly Reflection 

Term 3, Week 9 

Following children’s interest in footy sports from last week, the educators provided children an opportunity to design their own AFL jumpers. This 

learning experience was focused on encouraging children to imagine and get engaged in making patterns by cutting various art material in their own 

desired shape. Some children made stripes, and some made square dots and showed great concentration in decorating their jumpers with combination 

of various colours. Their artworks have been displayed on the wall in Kinder Room.  

Children also got engaged in construction with big and small blocks and showed great team skills with the ability to negotiate and achieve a common 

goal. Considering children’s interest in building with blocks, the educators have added Legos on one of the tables to encourage children to get engaged 

in table-top learning experiences. Children showed great interest in building with Legos and we also added visual saying “Work in Progress” to save 

children’s unfinished work so that they can continue building after transition times during the day. 

Children showed interest in painting both indoors and outdoors and got engaged in practicing their fine motor skills with paint brushes. The educators 

also have added scissors on playdough table to encourage children to practice gross motor skills with scissors. Children got engaged in making choc 

chips and sprinkles on the cupcakes by cutting playdough with scissors. The educators also provided children an opportunity to mix food colours in nat-

ural coloured playdough. Children showed great enthusiasm to make two different coloured playdough: pink and yellow. Later on, both the colours got 

mixed up together and a new colour was discovered. It was a sensory experience focussed on practicing gross motor skills with kneading and help each 

other to accomplish a common goal . 

Links to the National Quality Framework Area 1 Educational Program& Practice and TRCC Philosophy 
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Welcome Spring!! 

 

HATS AND SUNSCREEN 


